Cloud-based disaster recovery playout
Secure your linear playout with Q.Safe. The pre-configured toolbox provides all the necessary applications
and services for cloud-based Disaster Recovery, delivers the full functionality of a traditional playout
automation and scales with your needs.

Fast Uptime

Cost Effective

Fully Managed

Fully Featured

Q.Safe can be switched
operational in only a few
minutes. A permanent
sync of your assets and
playlist ensures you go live
at any time.

With Q.Safe you only
pay for what you use
and mitigate the risk of
exploring new distribution
outlets.

Q.Safe is pre-integrated,
cloud-hosted, and offers
centralized monitoring,
consolidated logging and
transparent cost control
for all modules.

Whether ingest or transcoding, graphic inserts or
captions, loudness control or
opt out trigger, Q.Safe offers
all the functions of playout
automation and ensures a
secured distribution of your
signal.
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Key features
Failure-proof

Secure transmission

MAM functionalities

Graphic performance

Runs with fast spin-up time or in hot-standby mode to
ensure business continuity.

Internal asset management (upload and ingest,
transcoding, metadata enrichment) or content
synchronization with 3rd-party MAM manufacturer.

Modern Workflow

Whether your plans involve transitioning from
SDI, migrating to IP, or even exploring virtualized
production, implemented NDI allows you to create the
workflow you need.

Supports ZIXI and SRT error protection protocol for a
secure content delivery to headend or uplink station.

Real-time CPU rendered HTML5 graphics overlay and
preview based on pre-built templates.

Versatile planning

Internal rough and daily planning or playlist
synchronization with 3rd party traffic systems (XML
based import).

More information
Starting from

3.250 €
per month

plus one-time installation fee 1.885 €
Full price list on request

Contact sales
sales@qvestmedia.com
+49 221 9156 240

Multicloud Management Platform
www.qvest.cloud

www.qvestmedia.com

